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Course Objectives:

1) To familiarize the students with numerical methods of solving the non-linear equations.

interpolation. differentiation. integration. and ordinary clifferential equations.

2) To impart knowledge in basic concepts and few techniques in probability and statistics in

various applications in engineering.

Unit I: Solution to algebraic and transcendental equations& Interpolation

Solution of algebraic and transcendental equations: bisection method, Newton-Raphson method

and Regula-Falsi method, Finite differences, relation between operators, interpolation using

Newton's forward and backward difference formulae. Interpolation with unequal intervals:

Newton's divided difference and Lagrange's formulae.

Learning Outcomes:

After completion of this unit student able to

' find approximate roots of the an equation by using different numerical methods

. explain various discrete operators and find the relation among operators

o apply Newton forward and backward formulas for equal and unequal intervals

Unit II: Numerical differentiation, integration & Solution of Initial Value problems to

Ordinary Differential Equations of first order.

Numerical Differentiation and Numerical integration: Numerical differentiation using

Newton's forward & backward interpolation formulae; Numerical Integration by trapezoidal

rule, Simpson's l/3'd and 3/8th rules.

Numerical Solutions of Ordinary differential

method of successive approximations, Euler,s

Kutta method of fourth order.

equation: Solution by Taylor's series, picard,s

method, mod-ified'Euler's method and Runse-



Learning Outcomes:

After completion of this unit student able to

o find integration of a function by different numerical methods

o solve ordinary differential equations using different numerical schemes

Unit lll: Probability & Random Variables

Probability axioms, addition law and multiplicative law of probability, conditional probability,

Baye's theorem.

Random variables (discrete and continuous), probability distribution: Binomial - Poisson

approximation to the binomial distribution and normal distribution-their properties. (All concepts

without proofs)

Learning Outcomes:

At the end of this unit, the student will be able to

. explain the terms sample space, random variable, expected value

. apply probability theory via Baye's theorem

o identify the notations of discrete and continuous distribution functions

o evaluate Binomial and Poisson distributions

. explain the properties of normal distribution

Unit IV: Testing of hypothesis

Fodl[tiod b? fiy$othesis, critical region, level of significance. Large sample tests: test for

single proportion, O*iff,C.i€ b'.,of' 'iioportioha, test for single mean and diftibneE.of'

me*Si

Learning Outcomes:

At the end of this unit, the student will be able to

. explain the concept of testing of hypothesis

. apply the concept of hypothesis testing for large samples

Unit V: Small Sample Tests

Student t-distribution (single mean, two means and paired t-test), Testing of equality of variances

(F-test), y2 -test for independence ofattributes and goodness offit.



Learning Outcomes:

At the end of this unit, the student will be able to

. apply the concept of testing hypothesis for small samples

o estimate the soodness of fit
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Course Outcomes:

Students will be able to

. apply different methods to find roots of the equations

. find approximate the solutions of ordinary differential equations

. apply theLaplace transfonn for solving differential equations

. explain the concepts of probability and their applications

o apply discrete and continuous probability distributions in practical problems

. use the statistical inferential methods based on small and large sampling tests


